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Abstract: 1 
The reintroduction of the scimitar-horned oryx to Chad is a multi-disciplinary endeavour, 2 
planned and implemented over the past decade, utilizing a wide range of conservation science 3 
applications to maximise the chances of long-term population sustainability.  The principle of 4 
incorporating genetic diversity information into founder selection for species reintroductions is 5 
widely recognized; however, in practice, a full assessment of available ex-situ genetic variation 6 
is rarely attempted prior to identifying individuals for release.     7 
In this study we present the results of over ten years of research analyzing and 8 
interpreting the genetic diversity present in the key source populations for the Chad scimitar-9 
horned oryx reintroduction.  Three empirical genetic datasets (mitochondrial DNA sequence, 10 
nuclear DNA microsatellite and SNP markers) comprising over 500 individuals sampled from 11 
public and private institutions were analysed, accompanied by simulation studies to address 12 
applied questions relating to management of the reintroduction.   13 
The results strongly demonstrate the importance of conservation genetic analysis in 14 
ensuring that founders represent the greatest breadth of evolutionary diversity available.  The 15 
inclusion of both intensively and lightly managed collections allowed us to bridge the gap 16 
between studbook and group managed populations, enabling the inclusion of individuals from 17 
populations that lack historic data on their origins, but which may hold unique diversity of 18 
significant conservation value. Importantly, however, our study also reveals the potential risks of 19 
applying standard population genetic approaches to multiple captive populations, for which 20 
small founder sizes are likely to strongly bias results, with potentially serious consequences for 21 
the genetic management of conservation breeding programmes. 22 
 23 
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1. Introduction 27 
1.1 Reintroduction planning 28 
The management of wildlife populations for species conservation is changing.  29 
Traditional distinctions between captive and wild populations are giving way to a range of 30 
management scenarios that may be viewed as distributed along a continuum, from intensive 31 
control of individual animals throughout their lifetime, to extensive stewardship of populations 32 
across generations.   Depending on the needs of the species and the pressures they face, 33 
different management scenarios may be found in unrestricted natural habitats, and in the wide 34 
variety of captive and semi-captive programmes (e.g. fenced protected areas) employed 35 
throughout the conservation community.  For many endangered species, the global population 36 
is composed of multiple sub-populations managed in very different ways, either by accident or 37 
design.  Metapopulation management, which integrates population management at a strategic 38 
level across multiple locations, is seen as beneficial to the long-term conservation of individual 39 
species.   International and regional studbooks that support management of zoo populations 40 
across multiple regions, and strategic planning approaches such as the IUCN-SSC 41 
Conservation Planning Specialist Group’s One-Plan (Byers et al. 2013), explicitly set out to 42 
integrate captive breeding programmes with the management of natural populations, and 43 
represent examples of such coordination (Redford et al. 2012).  The greater the importance of 44 
intensive management to a species, the greater the drive to achieve integration across its global 45 
populations; programmes seeking to reintroduce species that are extinct in the wild are 46 
therefore obvious candidates to benefit most from such an approach. 47 
The reintroduction of any species is a complex process requiring a multi-disciplinary and 48 
usually multi-partner approach.  A significant body of knowledge now exists on the factors 49 
impacting reintroduction success that has resulted in the production of comprehensive guidance 50 
and policy on the subject (IUCN 2013).  Nevertheless, every reintroduction is unique and the 51 
relative importance of the various biological, environmental and political criteria required to 52 
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establish a sustainable wild population vary from species to species.  Furthermore, bringing 53 
these conditions together in the same place at the same time can take many years.  The 54 
scimitar-horned oryx (SHO), Oryx dammah, was formally distributed across north Africa, 55 
throughout countries bordering the Sahara desert, but was gradually lost through hunting and 56 
land-use competition, before finally disappearing from the Sahelo-Sahel region of Chad in the 57 
early 1980’s (Figure 1) (Durant et al. 2014).  As one of the most prominent and easily 58 
recognizable large mammals in the Sahelo-Saharan landscape, it represents a flagship species 59 
and its reintroduction should therefore benefit the ecology and conservation of the ecosystem as 60 
a whole.  A project to reintroduce the SHO to Chad has been under development since around 61 
2010, led by the Environment Agency – Abu Dhabi (EAD), the Chadian Ministere de 62 
l’Environnement et de la Peche, and the Sahara Conservation Fund, with the first animals 63 
arriving in Chad in 2016 (Soorae 2018).  Project activities include the application of a broad 64 
range of social and natural sciences, with a significant emphasis placed on ensuring that the 65 
most appropriate animals are available for establishing a new founder population. 66 
Founder selection requires consideration of multiple biological factors, including 67 
taxonomy, evolutionary history, population genetic diversity, local adaptation, individual animal 68 
health and disease risk.  Reintroduction guidelines emphasize the importance of genetic 69 
considerations in project planning to ensure that sufficient genetic diversity is present within the 70 
founders to minimize risks of inbreeding and to enable adaptation to future environmental 71 
change (IUCN 2013).  In widely distributed species it is also important to consider local genetic 72 
adaptation as a criterion in selecting the most appropriate candidate source populations.  A 73 
substantial body of literature has been built-up on these issues over the past three decades, 74 
initially describing theoretical approaches to the genetic management of captive populations 75 
(Lacy 1987; Ballou & Lacy 1995; Ivy and Lacy 2012) and founder selection (Tracy et al. 2012) 76 
before addressing the potential of molecular genetic analysis as a tools to directly inform captive 77 
management (Henkel et al. 2012; Fienieg & Galbusera 2013; Ivy et al. 2016; Sato et al. 2018) 78 
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and reintroduction decisions (e.g. the Eurasian beaver (Senn et al. 2014a); northern bald ibis 79 
(Wirtz et al 2018); Tasmanian devils (Grueber et al. 2018)).  While such examples are on the 80 
increase, it is still uncommon to undertake species-wide molecular genetic evaluations of 81 
candidate founders, using multiple DNA marker types to directly support conservation planning.  82 
Some previous work on SHO genetic diversity has been conducted (Iyengar et al., 2007), but 83 
relatively little is known about the level and distribution of genetic variation across the principle 84 
potential source populations.  Within the development of the Chad SHO reintroduction 85 
programme, it was therefore decided that a more comprehensive characterisation of genetic 86 
diversity was required in order to meet best practice guidelines. In this paper we present a 87 
large-scale study of global molecular genetic diversity undertaken over ten years to support 88 
decisions about global transfer of scimitar-horned oryx and inform the reintroduction of SHOs to 89 
Chad.   90 
 91 
1.2 Conservation genetics of scimitar-horned oryx  92 
According to available records, the captive population of SHOs was initially founded from 93 
48 individuals taken from the wild in the 1960’s and used to start breeding programmes in the 94 
world’s zoos.  Between 1963 and 1967, individuals were captured in Chad and divided between 95 
the USA (c.29), Europe (ca.17) and Japan (n=2) (Woodfine & Gilbert, 2016).  Some records 96 
exist of earlier collections from the 1930s (ca. 12), but these are not thought to have contributed 97 
to today’s international zoo populations. It is also likely that during the 1960s and 1970s further 98 
animals were obtained from the wild and held in private collections in countries on the Arabian 99 
Peninsula, such as the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Although no written documents to support 100 
this supposition appear to exist, the number of SHOs now present in the UAE strongly suggest 101 
this occurred.  SHOs have bred well in captivity and over the past 40 years, the number of 102 
animals has increased to approximately 15,000 worldwide, primarily distributed in government 103 
and private holdings in the UAE and private owners in the USA, but also within the conservation 104 
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breeding management programmes of Europe (European Association of Zoos and Aquariums – 105 
Endangered Species Programmes (EAZA-EEP)), the USA (Association of Zoos and Aquariums 106 
– Species Survival Plan (AZA-SSP)) and Australia (Zoo and Aquarium Association – 107 
Australasian Species Management Program (ZAA-ASMP)).  While studbook records from the 108 
managed zoo programmes do exist, they are incomplete, with pedigrees containing a high 109 
percentage of unknown or uncertain relationships (Gilbert, 2018).  A previous translocation of 110 
SHO to Tunisia using zoo animals from the EAZA-EEP and the AZA-SSP between 1985 and 111 
2007 (Figure 1) resulted in a number of semi-wild herds distributed across five protected areas 112 
which also now act as a reservoir of SHO genetic diversity (Gilbert et al. unpublished).  More 113 
recently, the SHO has become one of the focal species within the Conservation Centers for 114 
Species Survival (C2S2) programme (Wildt et al. 2012) that is seeking to move towards 115 
extensive herd management of threatened antelope species in the USA.  Given this population 116 
management history and associated lack of detailed pedigree information, it has been 117 
necessary to employ molecular genetic analysis to be able to address many of the genetic 118 
criteria within the reintroduction planning process. 119 
An initial population genetic study by Iyengar et al. (2007), employed mitochondrial DNA 120 
(mtDNA) control region sequencing and nuclear DNA microsatellite genotyping at six loci to 121 
investigate captive diversity, primarily in the US and Europe. While no significant structuring was 122 
found in the microsatellite data, where overall diversity was found to be quite low, the mtDNA 123 
sequence data revealed as many as 40 ancestral maternal lineages, divided into three clades 124 
thought to have evolved separately around 2 million YBP.  To inform founder selection in the 125 
ongoing reintroduction project, it was necessary to significantly expand this earlier work to 126 
increase the geographic scope and number of reference samples used to assess candidate 127 
founder populations, before conducting a more in-depth comparative population genetic 128 
analysis using genome-wide SNP DNA markers. 129 
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The potential of genomic approaches to enhance population genetic studies in terms of 130 
delivering greater resolution, estimating historic demographic change and investigating local 131 
adaptation is well-established (Allendorf et al. 2010), and there are now multiple examples 132 
where modern sequencing approaches have delivered significant new biological insights in 133 
wildlife species of conservation concern (Garner et al. 2016).  However, the transfer of 134 
genomics into practical application in conservation management has been gradual (Shafer et al. 135 
2015), due in part to the resources required for projects of this scale, together with technical 136 
considerations such as the need for plentiful high molecular weight DNA.  Here we employed 137 
ddRAD sequencing, a method for screening thousands of nuclear SNP DNA markers across 138 
hundreds of samples, to provide an increased level of resolution between SHO populations and 139 
individuals, and thus enable better assessment of genetic diversity ahead of founder selection 140 
for reintroduction. 141 
 142 
In addition to direct genetic assessment of SHO herds, the study provided the opportunity to 143 
evaluate an important issue associated with the use of molecular markers to measure genetic 144 
diversity in captivity.    The extent to which genetic drift drives apparent population differentiation 145 
has been investigated in some natural systems (Weeks et al. 2016), but the implications for 146 
conservation breeding programmes have received little attention.  When interpreting the results 147 
of observed population structure in conservation genetic studies it is necessary to determine the 148 
likelihood that such findings indicate pre-captive population differentiation that may be 149 
associated with adaptive divergence, or that the observed structure is an artefact of much more 150 
recent captive differentiation due to the effects of genetic drift in small isolated groups of 151 
animals.  To this end, we investigated the effects of drift in captive SHOs on resulting population 152 
genetic structure, through a series of simulations. 153 
 154 
1.3 Specific objectives 155 
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We aimed to address the following principle management questions in relation to global genetic 156 
diversity and the reintroduction of the scimitar-horned oryx to Chad: 157 
1. How is genetic diversity distributed across geographic regions, oryx collections and 158 
among individuals throughout the world? 159 
2. How can measures of captive population genetic diversity be interpreted in relation to 160 
the roles of genetic drift or adaptive differentiation? 161 
3. At an individual level, is there any evidence of marked variation in measures of genetic 162 
diversity within source populations? 163 
4. How can these results be used to optimize the selection of founders for the Chad 164 
reintroduction programme? 165 
 166 
2. Methods  167 
2.1 Samples 168 
Samples in this study were collected from six separate captive SHO populations, 169 
between the 2006 and 2014 (Table 1).  Three populations are located within the United Arab 170 
Emirates at the following institutions: the Environment Agency of Abu Dhabi (EAD), Al Ain Zoo 171 
(AAZ) and the Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve (DDCR).  The EAD population consists of 172 
several thousand oryx and is primarily composed of animals belonging to the late Sheikh Zayed 173 
bin Sultan Al Nahyan’s collection originally situated on Sir Bani Yas island.  The AAZ and DDCR 174 
populations are much smaller in comparison; their origins include the Metro Toronto Zoo (SHO 175 
transferred into AAZ in 1982), but not all origins are known. Outside of Arabia, samples were 176 
obtained from two zoo breeding programmes: the European EEP and the Australasian ZAA-177 
ASMP, denoted subsequently as ‘AUS’.  A sixth population, TUN, was comprised of 178 
representatives from four of the five separate Tunisian sub-populations managed as semi-179 
captive herds following historic translocations primarily from the EEP, with some additional 180 
animals from the SSP and private collections.  In the absence of detailed pedigrees it is difficult 181 
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to accurately estimate the representation of genetic diversity achieved for each population, 182 
however as a simple proportion of population size, the study included 10-25% of animals across 183 
each of the six collections. 184 
Samples consisted of EDTA bloods taken during routine veterinary procedures, tissue 185 
from deceased animals or biopsy darts. All live sampling was undertaken by qualified 186 
veterinarians following a protocol approved by Marwell Wildlife Ethics Committee. DNA was 187 
extracted from the samples using Qiagen Blood and Tissue Kits (Qiagen) or Fuji Film kits and 188 
for nuclear SNP DNA marker analysis the DNA was quantified and normalized to 7 ng µl-1 189 
before further processing. 190 
 191 
2.2 Analytical approach 192 
Distribution of captive genetic diversity 193 
To assess levels of genetic variation within and among captive herds we employed three 194 
different types of DNA marker: mitochondrial DNA control region (mtDNA CR) sequences, 195 
nuclear DNA microsatellite loci (microsatellites) and nuclear DNA SNP markers (SNPs).   196 
The mtDNA CR sequencing was used to generate haplotypes that provide a qualitative 197 
picture of broad scale population diversity, reflecting maternally inherited DNA lineages.  We 198 
targeted the same mtDNA CR section as used in previous studies (Iyengar et al. 2007) to 199 
enable the inclusion of the largest possible number of samples from published and current 200 
analyses.  Resulting mitochondrial haplotypes were used to assess source population diversity 201 
and to reconstruct a haplotype network of extant SHO mitochondrial genetic diversity, to 202 
examine for possible structuring of genetic variation among captive herds.  For detailed 203 
methods of analysis performed on novel samples see Supplementary Material 1. 204 
The microsatellite markers were used to evaluate more recent population diversity and 205 
structure across Arabian, Australian, European and Tunisian captive populations.  We employed 206 
a panel of eleven markers that were adapted from existing work on Arabian Oryx (Alqamy et al. 207 
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2012; Marshall et al. 1999).  Allelic richness, which takes into account variation in population 208 
size, and observed and expected heterozygosities were calculated to compare levels of 209 
population diversity.  Tests for deviation from Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium (HWE) were 210 
conducted to assess marker performance and to look for evidence of possible substructure 211 
within captive populations (Wahlund effects).  The existence of genetic clusters within the global 212 
dataset were examined using the software STRUCTURE 2.3 (Pritchard et al., 2000).  213 
Assessment of genetic differentiation among pre-defined captive populations was assessed 214 
using pairwise FST statistics, and discriminant analysis of principle components (DAPC) using 215 
the R package, adegenet (Jombart 2008). For detailed laboratory and data analysis methods 216 
see Supplementary Material 2. 217 
The SNP marker dataset was designed to focus on analysis of the large SHO population 218 
at the Abu Dhabi Environment Agency (EAD), as a key source of oryx for reintroduction.  The 219 
SNP data also included comparative samples from Arabian, Australian, European and Tunisian 220 
captive populations.  Analysis was conducted to assess both populations and individuals for 221 
potential reintroduction.  A similar suite of population genetic analysis methods was used as for 222 
the microsatellite data, above, enabling comparison of the two marker types.  For detailed 223 
methods see Supplementary Material 3.  DAPC was also conducted at the level of oryx 224 
enclosures within the EAD population.  In addition, individual multi-locus heteroygosities were 225 
calculated for each SHO in the SNP dataset, simply as the proportion of loci exhibiting a 226 
heterozygous genotype. 227 
The three different empirical datasets for the three genetic markers were generated over 228 
a number of years, as part of several applied conservation genetic management projects, and 229 
consequently there is not complete correspondence between the samples used.  To aid in 230 
subsequent interpretation of the data throughout this paper, the datasets are described and 231 
named below and in Table 1. 232 
 233 
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SHO_mt_Dataset: Consisting of 578 individuals sequenced for 993 base pairs of the mtDNA 234 
control region (d-loop). The dataset includes 78 EEP samples and 48 SSP samples from the 235 
publication (Iyengar et al., 2007).  236 
 237 
SHO_µSat_Dataset: Consisting of 328 individuals genotyped using a panel of 11 variable 238 
microsatellite markers.  239 
 240 
SHO_SNP_Dataset: Consisting of 219 individuals which were genotyped at 800 variable SNP 241 
loci.  242 
 243 
Assessing the potential role of drift in captive population differentiation 244 
To investigate the possibility that the cause of any observed genetic structure was recent drift 245 
within a fragmented captive breeding environment, simulations were conducted to generate 246 
population genetic datasets under different breeding conditions.  Datasets were derived from a 247 
single simulated base population that was used to provide founders for pairs of identical starting 248 
populations that were grown over multiple generations under simulation.  Any differentiation 249 
observed between the resulting population pairs was therefore the result of drift.  Simulations 250 
were designed primarily to test the effects of time in isolation and number of founders on the 251 
rate at which population structure appears due to drift. Additionally, the effects of mating 252 
system, population growth rate and the ability of alternative marker numbers and marker types 253 
to detect population structure were investigated to ensure results were not limited to a narrow 254 
set of parameters.  For full details of the simulation experimental method see the MethodsX 255 
paper associated with this publication (Hosking et al. 2019). 256 
 257 
3. Results 258 
3.1 Global scimitar-horned oryx diversity 259 
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Results of mitochondrial DNA sequencing revealed a total of 43 different control region 260 
haplotypes.  These formed a number of self-similar clusters separated by multiple DNA 261 
nucleotide substitutions (Figure 2).  The largest separation in the haplotype network 262 
corresponded to a broad division between samples from Arabia and the USA in one half and 263 
samples from Europe and Australia in the other half, although this pattern was by no means 264 
absolute.  Samples from the Tunisia release sites were distributed across the network, likely 265 
reflecting their combined European and US source populations.  The diversity found within 266 
specific source populations was highly variable, with collections in European EEP and the US 267 
SSP having substantially greater haplotype diversity (Figure 3; Table 1) than either the EAD 268 
alone or wider Arabian collections taken together. 269 
 270 
3.2 Population genetic diversity within and among potential source populations 271 
Analysis of the microsatellite genotype dataset indicated higher levels of genetic 272 
diversity in the studbook managed populations (Europe and Australia) than in the herd-273 
managed populations in Arabia, with the Al Ain Zoo population displaying the least diversity 274 
(Table 1).  The Tunisian population, being formed of a combination of European and US source 275 
populations showed relatively high diversity, as expected, while the nuclear variation within the 276 
Australian population was particularly encouraging given the very small sample size available. 277 
The investigation of population structure revealed marked differentiation of most captive 278 
populations (Figure 4). Analysis of microsatellite data with STRUCTURE and STRUCTURE 279 
HARVESTER (delta K and Evanno methods) initially indicated that three genetic clusters were 280 
most strongly supported by the data, one directly corresponding to Al Ain Zoo (AAZ), with the 281 
other two clusters distributed among the remaining populations.  To investigate genetic 282 
clustering at the level of the captive populations, the value of K was increased to K=6, 283 
whereupon each of the three populations in the United Arab Emirates (AAZ, DDCR and EAD) 284 
are distinguished from each other and from the majority of the European zoo population (EEP; 285 
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light blue), which showed some internal variation among individuals.  Australian animals 286 
clustered with those in Europe.  The Tunisian animals divided into two clusters, one of which 287 
was associated with a subset of the EEP animals (mid-blue) while the other cluster was distinct 288 
from all other captive populations in the dataset (dark blue) (Figure 4).  The DAPC results 289 
identify eleven genetic clusters in five principal groups for the microsatellite data (Figure 5 (top)), 290 
which reveal historic associations between the European (EEP) population and the EAD 291 
(Cluster 6) and Tunisian (Cluster 7) populations, corresponding to the STRUCTURE results and 292 
known oryx translocations.  The DDCR animals (Cluster 10) are also plotted adjacent to an EEP 293 
group (Cluster 4).   294 
The degree of population genetic structure among captive collections was explored by 295 
calculating pairwise FST among the six geographic regions.  The Al Ain Zoo (AAZ) and Dubai 296 
Desert Conservation Reserve (DDCR) animals were most differentiated from other populations 297 
with mean pairwise FST = 12.9% and a pairwise FST between these two group of 22.2% (Table 298 
2).  By comparison the Abu Dhabi Environment Agency group showed lower differentiation 299 
overall (mean FST = 9.2%), with relatively little genetic difference from Europe (EEP) (pairwise 300 
FST = 2.6%). 301 
The SNP dataset comprised 219 oryx genotyped at 800 SNP loci.  The samples were 302 
predominantly collected from the EAD herd but the data also included samples from the same 303 
five other captive populations represented in the microsatellite data, allowing comparison 304 
among the two nuclear DNA datasets.  Relative genetic diversity, as measured by expected 305 
heterozygosity, was highly correlated between the microsatellite and SNP markers (r=0.98), 306 
reinforcing the finding of variable diversity among potential founder groups (Table 1).   307 
Comparable results were observed using the SNP dataset, with the three populations in 308 
the United Arab Emirates (AAZ (dark orange), DDCR (light orange) and EAD (gold/yellow/pale 309 
yellow)) distinguishable.  The European and Tunisian samples formed a single cluster (brown) 310 
(Figure 4). 311 
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 312 
STRUCTURE analysis recovered the same distinct clusters as the microsatellite dataset 313 
with the three populations in the United Arab Emirates all distinguishable at K=6 (AAZ (single 314 
cluster - dark orange), DDCR (single cluster - light orange) and the much larger EAD population 315 
(three clusters - gold/yellow/pale yellow)).  The European, Australian and Tunisian samples 316 
formed a single cluster (brown) (Figure 4). 317 
DAPC results for the SNP data show five genetic clusters in three principal groups 318 
(Figure 5 bottom).  As with the microsatellite data, the SNP data show a distinct DDCR group 319 
(Cluster 4) linked to Cluster 2 containing EEP, Tunisian, Australian and Al Ain Zoo individuals 320 
(all known to have EEP ancestry); however the majority of samples fall into Clusters 1, 3 and 5, 321 
which form a third group comprised of EAD animals. Again, this largely agrees with the 322 
STRUCTURE results for the same dataset. 323 
Results of pairwise population differentiation were also broadly concordant with the 324 
microsatellite data (Table 2), supporting high differentiation of AAZ and DDCR populations and 325 
relative relatedness of the EEP, AUS and TUN groups.  However, discordance was observed in 326 
the pairwise differentiation of the EAD population from both the AAZ and DDCR populations, 327 
with the larger EAD SNP dataset showing markedly less genetic divergence than the smaller 328 
EAD microsatellite dataset. 329 
 330 
3.3 Simulating structure in captivity through drift 331 
To address the effect of founder population size and the number of generations of 332 
isolated population growth on differentiation of populations through drift, three replicates of 24 333 
scenarios covering founder population sizes 2, 5, 10 and 20 and grown over 2, 5, 10 and 15 334 
generations were used.  As anticipated, FST increased with generation number and with smaller 335 
founder sizes (no. gens: F1,65 = 80.60, P < 0.0001; founder size: F5,65 = 282.94, P < 0.0001), but 336 
results were particularly marked at founder sizes less than ten, resulting in FST values greater 337 
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than 15% after 15 generations from identical starting populations (Figure 6).  The change in 338 
population differentiation in the results of STRUCTURE analysis were even more marked with 339 
clear structure observed between populations after ten generations irrespective of founder size.  340 
Of particular note was the development of strong population structure (high S index) even with 341 
relatively large founder numbers (n>20) and low FST (<5%) (Figure 7). Taken collectively the 342 
simulation results for FST and STRUCTURE analysis show clear evidence of populations of 343 
identical starting composition differentiating rapidly under drift.  344 
 345 
3.4 Genetic analysis of individual oryx 346 
Founder selection ultimately requires individual animals to be selected for translocation 347 
and release, therefore beyond the analysis of population genetic structure, it is important to 348 
evaluate how information on individual genetic diversity can inform reintroduction management 349 
decisions.  Analysis of fine-scale genetic variation within scimitar-horned oryx herds was 350 
conducted using the nuclear DNA SNP dataset focusing on the EAD population being managed 351 
in Abu Dhabi.  These animals originated principally from Sir Bani Yas island, United Arab 352 
Emirates, before being moved to a series of fenced enclosures in Abu Dhabi, prior to sampling.  353 
DAPC analysis at the enclosure level revealed evidence of low-level differentiation among 354 
enclosures, particularly of enclosure numbers 10 and 11 (E10 & E11; Figure 7).  Individual 355 
heterozygosity results calculated from the 800 SNP markers across all individuals ranged from 356 
0.12 to 0.31 (mean=0.19; sd=0.03); for the largest single population (EAD, n=173), the range 357 
was slightly narrower (0.13<HE<0.25; mean=0.19; sd=0.02), but still showed a two-fold 358 
difference among individuals. 359 
 360 
4. Discussion 361 
The results presented here comprise multiple genetic studies performed over the past 362 
ten years with the common aim of evaluating captive genetic diversity in scimitar-horned oryx to 363 
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inform their reintroduction to the wild.  Their combined strength lies in bridging the gap between 364 
intensively managed zoo populations with individual pedigree data, and extensively managed 365 
animal herds, which may comprise very large numbers of rare or endangered species, but for 366 
which almost nothing is known about their history or diversity.  Molecular genetic studies have 367 
enabled the SHO reintroduction into Chad to effectively rescue orphaned populations lacking 368 
ancestral data, which may otherwise be excluded from conservation translocations under 369 
current IUCN guidelines, and incorporate them into a global species-wide genetic management 370 
programme.  Our findings demonstrate the value of such large-scale concerted efforts to ensure 371 
that candidate founders encompass as much extant diversity as possible.  However, this study 372 
also highlights the difficulty in interpreting standard conservation genetic indices when dealing 373 
with closed populations and suggests that there is significant risk of over-stating population 374 
genetic differentiation across managed populations with small founder sizes. 375 
 376 
4.1 Global scimitar-horned oryx diversity 377 
The level of mitochondrial DNA control region diversity is relatively high considering the 378 
recent history of the species suggesting that captive breeding programmes have succeeded in 379 
retaining genetic variation over the past 50 years.  This variation was not evenly distributed, 380 
either between US and European breeding programmes or between Arabian collections, which 381 
show a relative lack of diversity.  These findings reinforce the importance of deciding to take a 382 
global approach to the SHO reintroduction programme, rather than taking the much simpler 383 
route of limiting founders to those originally present in the EAD collections prior to 384 
supplementation from international collections. 385 
The exact severity of genetic bottleneck inflicted on the SHO as it passed into extinction 386 
in the wild is unknown, however records appear to reliably indicate that no more than 60  387 
animals were obtained as founders for the global captive population, the majority of which were 388 
caught in a single operation in Chad in the mid 1960s (Woodfine & Gilbert, 2016).  Despite this, 389 
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36 of the 43 maternally inherited mitochondrial DNA haplotypes observed in this study were 390 
found in either the EEP or SSP.  This very high mtDNA diversity relative to captive founder size 391 
is highly unlikely to have been present in these founders and suggests either, i) DNA sequence 392 
error, ii) that the original founder population was much larger than recorded, or iii) the build-up of 393 
additional mtDNA haplotypes via mutations within the captive population.  Bi-directional 394 
sequence quality was high and many of the same haplotypes were observed in a previous 395 
independent study (Iyengar et al. 2007), therefore sequencing error is considered unlikely.  396 
Whilst we cannot exclude the possibility of additional founders, available records suggest that all 397 
potential EEP and SSP founders have been identified. However, the nature of the haplotype 398 
variation observed, with clusters of very similar haplotypes recorded in single captive 399 
collections, supports an explanation of ex situ haplotype diversification, and raises some 400 
important questions for the interpretation of mitochondrial control region diversity.   If sequence 401 
mutations in this DNA region were found to be readily occurring in captivity, the use of this DNA 402 
marker to infer evolutionary variation in oryx would need to be reviewed. 403 
The level of nuclear genetic diversity within the six captive populations also varies by 404 
region, with Arabian herds consistently showing less diversity than the European population and 405 
the Australian and Tunisian populations that were derived from Europe.  Interestingly, in 406 
Australia, relatively high diversity was observed despite the low sample number available.  This 407 
is likely a result of the successful implementation of a pedigree-based mean-kinship breeding 408 
system over the past 30 years that will have effectively homogenized diversity among 409 
individuals.  The small total population size in Australia (n~65) combined with the high number 410 
of SNP markers and use of rarefaction to compare microsatellite diversity will have also limited 411 
the effects of small samples size in our diversity estimates.   412 
 413 
4.2 Strength and significance of structure among captive collections 414 
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Results of nuclear DNA analyses using both microsatellite and SNP markers indicated 415 
high levels of population structuring among collections, within and among regions.  STRUCTURE 416 
analysis showed categorical separation of the different Arabian populations and, for the 417 
microsatellite data, clear divisions within the Tunisian SHOs, concordant with known European 418 
founder origins and subsequent translocations in Tunisia.  DAPC results revealed an additional 419 
level of genetic grouping, with plots showing strong similarity among certain genetic clusters.  420 
This was particularly apparent for the Al Ain zoo population, which was highly differentiated 421 
under STRUCTURE analysis (both datasets) and formed its own cluster (Cluster 5) under DAPC 422 
analysis of microsatellite data; however, Cluster 5 is indistinguishable from other clusters on the 423 
corresponding DAPC plot.  We suggest that these apparently contradictory results may stem 424 
from the fact that DAPC groupings, which do not assume Hardy-Weinburg Equilibrium or 425 
Linkage Disequilibrium, are less influenced by strong genetic drift likely to be experienced by 426 
these captive herds.  Pairwise FST data show significant levels of substructure within the total 427 
dataset indicative of severe restrictions to gene flow among populations (Balloux and Lugon-428 
Moulin, 2002).  Where discordance was observed between the results from the microsatellite 429 
and SNP datasets in terms of pairwise FST, STRUCTURE and DAPC clusters, these are likely to 430 
be due to strong differences in the proportion of individuals from EAD and EEP/Tunisia used in 431 
each set of analyses.  Dominance of EEP/Tunisian samples in the microsatellite data will have 432 
reduced pairwise differentiation and increased within-population substructure for these two 433 
populations in the microsatellite dataset, while a similar bias towards the number of EAD 434 
samples in the SNP dataset has probably had the same effect.   435 
At first inspection, the overall nuclear DNA data appear to imply strong differentiation of 436 
the different captive collections consistent with independent genetic histories, and it might be 437 
reasonable for conservation managers to assume that such variation would be associated with 438 
a level of functional differentiation.  This is important, as understanding functional differentiation 439 
that may underpin local adaptation and fitness would be a key consideration for reintroductions, 440 
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both to optimize individual survival and to mitigate possible risks of outbreeding (Funk et al. 441 
2012).  These types of analysis are routinely employed to evaluate natural, in situ, population 442 
structure and identify reduced gene flow among localities, supporting designations of within-443 
species differentiation such as Management Units (MUs) (Moritz 1994).   444 
However, the results of our simulation study examining the speed with which genetic drift 445 
generates differentiation between identical starting populations, supports the possibility that 446 
STRUCTURE and FST results such as those observed in the empirical data may simply be a 447 
product of multiple generations of breeding in isolated populations with small founder size.  It 448 
would be reasonable to expect up to fifteen generations to have bred in the past 50 years, 449 
potentially resulting in a misleading signal of contemporary population genetic structure.  The 450 
implication here is that while standard measures of population substructure (STRUCTURE and 451 
pairwise FST) applied to large outbred natural populations can be used to imply separate 452 
evolutionary genetic trajectories, the same results from captive breeding programmes may be 453 
due solely to drift.  Interestingly, the lack of corresponding structure among genetic clusters in 454 
the DAPC plots may suggest that DAPC analysis is less sensitive to this phenomenon.  Similar 455 
extreme population structuring has been widely observed in aquaculture, where high levels of 456 
population divergence are observed among individual fish farms due to founder effects and 457 
subsequent isolated breeding (Skaala et al. 2004; Bylemans et al. 2016). Parallels have also 458 
been observed in isolated inbred natural populations, where the use of measures such as FST to 459 
infer genetic distinctiveness among populations have been found to be driven by relative levels 460 
of inbreeding and a lack of diversity within them, rather than actual genetic uniqueness 461 
(Coleman et al. 2013).  This risks misleading conservation managers towards inadvertently 462 
promoting loss of diversity through maintenance of separation among fragmented groups 463 
(Weeks et al. 2016). From a management perspective this would suggest that there may be little 464 
risk of outbreeding depression and that mixing individuals from isolated captive collections 465 
would be important to overcome the rapid loss of genetic diversity in populations of small 466 
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founder size.  Similar conclusions have been drawn in relation to the management of the 467 
northern bald ibis (Wirtz et al. 2018) and the dama gazelle (Nanger dama), for which current 468 
subspecies status is questioned and captive genetic differentiation appears to be largely an 469 
artefact of drift due to extreme founder bottleneck events (Senn et al. 2014b). The approach of 470 
‘lumping’ as opposed to ‘splitting’ is often resisted by captive population managers seeking to 471 
retain the genetic cohesion of captive groups, despite small founder and census numbers, 472 
potentially hastening the loss of captive diversity and reducing the potential genetic variation 473 
available for reintroductions. 474 
This issue is part of the wider debate concerning the relative risks of outbreeding and 475 
inbreeding depression in conservation biology (Frankham et al. 2011), often played out through 476 
discussions concerning the use of genetic rescue to promote the conservation of genetic 477 
diversity in isolated, threatened populations through deliberate cross-breeding with other 478 
genetically distinct populations (Frankham, 2015 & 2016).  The conservation genetics 479 
community has now largely accepted a paradigm shift in the precautionary principle for 480 
conserving genetic diversity in small populations, from maintenance of multiple isolated 481 
breeding populations to the promotion of geneflow through population cross-breeding (Ralls et 482 
al. 2018).  Nowhere is this more relevant than in the ex-situ conservation breeding community, 483 
where geographic separation, isolated management programmes and a philosophy of 484 
maintaining the ‘purity’ of often marginally distinct breeding lines of ‘subspecies’ or ‘types’ are 485 
the default situation, even where population numbers and genetic diversity within such groups 486 
fall far below the level considered necessary for demographic sustainability.  Our simulation 487 
results reinforce this message by demonstrating that popular conservation genetic analysis 488 
approaches may wrongly promote managed isolation over managed integration of populations. 489 
These findings deliver a cautionary message to the interpretation of observed population 490 
genetic differentiation in captivity; however, in the absence of drift across generations, signals of 491 
population structure can still be informative.  The observed minor differences among oryx in 492 
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recently separated enclosures within the EAD population, is most likely the result of natural 493 
variation within the single captive EAD population, on which drift has had no opportunity to act.  494 
Such slight signals of natural genetic diversity will form the subject of future population genomic 495 
studies. 496 
 497 
4.3 Individual genetic selection 498 
Beyond screening-out of potential recent hybrid individuals, the application of DNA 499 
analysis to positively identify individual animals for prioritization in reintroductions is still in its 500 
infancy.  This has been primarily due to the lack of analytical power required to accurately 501 
estimate individual relatedness and inbreeding using traditional conservation genetic tools, such 502 
as mtDNA sequencing and small numbers of microsatellite or SNP markers.  Instead, until 503 
recently, pedigrees have provided more accurate estimates of individual genetic diversity 504 
(Pemberton 2008), limiting our ability to make informed decisions regarding individual selection 505 
in the absence of well-managed studbook breeding programmes.  However, with the advent of 506 
genome-wide analysis and increased marker number, the issue of power has potentially been 507 
overcome (Hoffman et al. 2014) and molecular genetic approaches can now offer even more 508 
accurate estimates of individual genetic diversity than pedigree-based measures (Kardos et al. 509 
2015).  Our study has spanned the early phase of the transition from genetic to genomic 510 
analysis, ending in the genotyping of 800 SNP markers.  While this arguably falls short of a 511 
genomic approach, it has revealed very fine scale population structure within individual captive 512 
populations (e.g. the EAD) and has provided data on individual multi-locus heterozygosity.   513 
Simulation studies have shown that 800 unlinked SNP markers are sufficient to provide reliable 514 
estimates of individual genome-wide heterozygosity (Kardos et al. 2016) and supports the use 515 
of this data to select individual oryx based on genotype in the absence of pedigree information. 516 
The promise of conservation genomic tools for wildlife management includes the 517 
potential to understand and select individuals based on functional genetic variation (Shafer et al. 518 
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2015; Supple & Shapiro 2018).  However, the lack of well-annotated genome sequence data for 519 
most wildlife species to date prevents the application of more targeted approaches to prioritise 520 
individuals based, and without significantly greater understanding of the genetic basis of 521 
adaptive variation candidate gene approaches should be approached with caution (Kardos and 522 
Schafer 2018).  That said, plans to sequence and annotate the SHO genome are well-underway 523 
and it is hoped that this work will bring greater power to inform planning and to analyse the 524 
outcomes of reintroductions in the near future. 525 
 526 
4.4 Implications for reintroduction 527 
The overall aim of the programme of research presented here is to inform conservation 528 
biologists about the best genetic sources of founder individuals for reintroduction of the scimitar-529 
horned oryx to Chad.  The global evaluation of mitochondrial DNA haplotypes has allowed a 530 
robust examination of how evolutionary diversity is distributed throughout the world’s main 531 
captive collections.  These data have directly impacted the selection of founders for the UAE 532 
reintroduction project, ensuring that the original seven haplotypes observed in the EAD herd 533 
have been supplemented using significant numbers of animals from both the European and 534 
North American populations.  Additionally, the data are now being fed-back into the regional 535 
captive breeding programmes and the management of reintroduced populations in Tunisia to 536 
inform conservation action.  537 
The results of the nuclear DNA analysis (SNPs and microsatellites) have also revealed a 538 
great deal about the average levels of genetic diversity within the different candidate 539 
populations for reintroduction.  While the nuclear diversity estimates for the SHO in Abu Dhabi 540 
(EAD) are relatively high, this is likely the result of being able to maintain a large population size 541 
of many thousands over several decades, minimizing loss of diversity and inbreeding through 542 
drift.  Comparable levels of diversity seen in the much smaller but intensively managed 543 
European population (EEP) support its use as a source of founders for the Chad reintroduction 544 
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project.  The nuclear SNP datasets provide, for the first time, a tool for the molecular genetic 545 
selection of individual SHO based on genetic diversity in the absence of pedigree records.  The 546 
addition of comparative nuclear data for the SSP and private USA collections would be 547 
beneficial and is underway.   548 
At a broader level, the work presented here forms part of a growing body of research 549 
within the zoo community to evaluate utility of captive animals in an integrated conservation 550 
management system.  The international regional zoo associations (EAZA, AZA, ZAA, JAZA etc) 551 
are increasingly incorporating molecular genetics into population management (Fienieg & 552 
Galbusera 2013; Norman et al. 2019), sometimes to address individual relatedness or hybrid 553 
questions, but more often to evaluate diversity across entire captive populations to compare to 554 
historic and contemporary wild diversity (e.g. chimpanzees, Hvilsom et al 2013; zebra, Ito et al. 555 
2017; golden eagles, Sato et al. 2018; antelope, Ogden et al. 2018; Iberian lynx, Kleinman-Ruiz 556 
et al. 2019).  Research to support the conservation management and reinforcement of the 557 
Tasmanian devil in Australia has exemplified how integration of pedigree and molecular 558 
datasets (Hogg et al. 2018), and combined captive and wild population assessments (Grueber 559 
et al. 2019) has enabled a detailed understanding of how to optimize levels of genetic diversity 560 
in both in situ and ex situ populations of acute conservation concern. 561 
As the conservation community is increasingly set to rely on ex situ populations to 562 
contribute to specific conservation activities, such as conservation translocations, our ability to 563 
correctly evaluate population genetic data generated from zoos or other breeding programmes 564 
will become more important (Sato et al. 2018).  Within this context, our study has implications 565 
for the area of translocation genetics as a whole.  First we have demonstrated how molecular 566 
genetics can enable much more effective use to be made of captive collections, particularly 567 
outside of the traditional zoo community, where large numbers of animals residing in so-called 568 
orphaned populations could make valuable contributions to reintroductions but which are often 569 
excluded due to the a lack any historic records.  Second, we have shown how the use of neutral 570 
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genetic markers to evaluate population structure in captive populations, unlike large natural 571 
populations, may be extremely misleading due to the potential for very rapid build-up of 572 
apparent structuring under extreme drift.  Simplistic assessments that associate observations of 573 
neutral genetic differentiation among captive collections with functional variation related to local 574 
adaptation are likely to be wrong, leading to the provision of sub-optimal management advice 575 
and in some cases risking greater loss of valuable and diminishing genetic diversity.  Lastly, the 576 
development and application of marker panels suitable for assessing individual multi-locus 577 
heterozygosity provides an example of how genetic approaches are starting to replace the need 578 
for pedigree records to estimate inbreeding in conservation management planning. As ever, 579 
realization of these potential benefits relies on careful and accurate interpretation of the data.  580 
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8. Tables 760 
 761 
Table 1 Numbers of oryx and genetic diversity measures for the three datasets used, across the captive founder populations 762 
included in this study.  Broader levels of diversity were recorded in all available genetic datasets for the larger 763 
intensively managed populations (EEP and SSP), while the lowest diversity was recorded for single herd managed 764 
groups in Arabia (AAZ and DDCR).  Note that heterozygosity measured with microsatellite markers is typically higher 765 
than with SNP loci due to the greater number of alleles (variants) at each marker. 766 
 767 
EAD = Abu Dhabi Environment Agency; AAZ = Al Ain Zoo; DDCR = Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve; EEP = 768 
European Endangered species Programme (EAZA); SSP = Species Survival Plan (AZA); TUN = Tunisia; AUS = Zoo 769 
and Aquarium Association Australasia-Australasian Species Management Program; * Mitochondrial DNA data from 770 
(Iyengar et al. 2007). 771 
  772 
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 773 
Dataset Diversity measure  All Arabia EAD EEP AUS TUN SSP* 
SHO_mt_Dataset 
993bp mitochondrial 
DNA control region 
Number of oryx 274 214 140 35 88 48 
Number of haplotypes 12 7 20 4 16 20 
Haplotype diversity 0.043 0.033 0.143 0.114 0.182 0.417 
No. polymorphic sites 51 20 71 45 70 80 
% variation (994bp) 5.11 2.00 7.11 4.51 7.01 8.02 
Gene diversity 0.684 0.617 0.830 0.690 0.720 0.880 
sd (Gene diversity) 0.007 0.027 0.019 0.040 0.050 0.040 
Nucleotide Diviversity 0.007 0.006 0.019 0.018 0.018 0.017 
Sd (Nucloetide Diversity) 0.004 0.003 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 








11 nuclear DNA 
microsatellites 
Number of oryx 53 15 20 134 5 101 
Expected heterozygosity 0.368 0.472 0.539 0.647 0.544 0.597 
Observed heterozygosity 0.327 0.479 0.525 0.583 0.691 0.538 
Allelic richness 2.26 2.42 3.10 3.78 3.31 3.55 
Private Allelic Richness  0.11  0.43 0.06 0.47 0.21 0.47 
SHO_SNP_Dataset 
800 nuclear DNA 
SNPs 
Number of oryx 5 7 173 16 8 10 
Expected heterozygosity 0.111 0.162 0.188 0.212 0.189 0.209 
Observed heterozygosity 0.132 0.177 0.182 0.203 0.191 0.202 
 774 
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Table 2 Pairwise FST among six groups of captive individuals, based on geographic origin 775 
for the SHO_µSat_Dataset (above diagonal) and SHO_SNP_Dataset (below 776 
diagonal).  Levels of population differentiation are largely concordant among the 777 
two datasets, showing marked differentiation of the AAZ and DDCR captive 778 
Arabian populations from each other and non-Arabian groups.  Low 779 
differentiation between EEP, AUS and TUN are observed in both datasets.  780 
Discordance between microsatellite data and SNPs is high in measures of 781 
differentiation between the EAD and AAZ / DDCR populations. 782 
 783 
  AAZ DDCR EAD EEP AUS TUN 
AAZ  0.22 0.17 0.10 0.06 0.11 
DDCR 0.26  0.17 0.04 0.15 0.07 
EAD 0.02 0.02  0.03 0.02 0.04 
EEP 0.10 0.10 0.02  0.05 0.03 
AUS 0.17 0.14 0.09 0.01  0.01 
TUN 0.13 0.13 0.01 0.04 0.06  
 784 
  785 
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9. Figure Legends 786 
Figure 1: Map of historic distribution (grey shade) and current release and reintroduction 787 
sites in Tunisia (black circles) and Chad (reserve outline). 788 
 789 
Figure 2: Median-joining haplotype network showing the relationship among 43 mtDNA 790 
haplotypes observed in six regional geographic groups totaling 578 individuals.  791 
Colours refer to geographical regions where the haplotype was observed, node 792 
size is proportional to the number of individuals displaying each haplotype, 793 
hashed lines indicate the number of nucleotide substitutions between haplotypes. 794 
 795 
Figure 3: Bar charts of mitochondrial DNA haplotype diversity in each of the main oryx 796 
source populations. Each colour indicates a different haplotype.  Samples from 797 
the Abu Dhabi Environment Agency collection (EAD) are presented separately, 798 
and also included within the Arabian regional collections as a whole (‘Arabia’). It 799 
is clear that the studbook managed populations populations (EEP and SSP) have 800 
the highest number and most even diversity of haplotypes, as would be expected 801 
form the more intensive levels of population management that these populations 802 
receive.  803 
 804 
Figure 4: Barplots showing output of STRUCTURE for the SHO_µSat_Dataset (top) and 805 
SHO_SNP_Dataset (bottom). Along the X-axis columns represent each of 328 806 
individuals from six captive populations.  The Y-axis shows the probability of 807 
assignment to each of six inferred genetic clusters (K=6).  AAZ=Al Ain Zoo 808 
(UAE); DDCR=Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve (UAE); EAD=Abu Dhabi 809 
Environment Agency (UAE); EEP=European zoo population, ZAA=Australian zoo 810 
population; TUN=Tunisian semi-captive herds. 811 
 35 
Figure 5: Results of DAPC analysis for the SHO_µSat_Dataset (top) and 812 
SHO_SNP_Dataset (bottom).  The microsatellite dataset yielded eleven genetic 813 
clusters, forming five distinct groups (parentheses indicate corresponding 814 
geographic origins): Cluster 4 (EEP), Cluster 6 (EEP & EAD), Cluster 7 (EEP & 815 
Tunisia), Cluster 10 (DDCR), and a group of all other clusters).  For the SNP 816 
dataset only five clusters were resolved splitting into three groups representing 817 
DDCR (Cluster 4), a mixed European origin group (Cluster 2) and a group 818 
containing all other clusters including the large EAD sample. 819 
 820 
Figure 6: Simulated increase in FST with the number of generations of isolated population 821 
growth. Initial population differentiation and subsequent rate of increase in FST is 822 
strongly influenced by founder size, with high levels of FST (>15%) observed at 823 
founder sizes of n=2 and n=5. 824 
 825 
Figure 7: Change in population structure index, S, with FST, displayed across: a) number of 826 
generations and, b) number of founders.  Structure is generally evident after five 827 
generations and populations become strongly differentiated under Structure 828 
analysis after 15 generations, even with higher numbers of founders maintaining 829 
low FST values. 830 
 831 
Figure 8: Results of DAPC analysis for the SHO_SNP_Dataset within the single EAD captive 832 
herd, showing evidence of three genetic clusters within the population that show 833 
some level of correspondence to fenced enclosures (E1-46 & Hilwa).  834 
  835 
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10. Figures 836 
 837 
Figure 1 838 
 839 
 840 
  841 
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Figure 2 842 
 843 
 844 
  845 
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Figure 3 846 
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Figure 7a 859 
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Figure 7b 862 
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